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Chee Yoong Yap decided that studying media and communications abroad
would widen his career prospects when he gets back home to Selangor,
Malaysia. After his friends recommended TAFE NSW, Chee did some
research on the internet and decided that studying at TAFE NSW was by far
the best option.
“TAFE NSW had a great reputation, the course was affordable, and it had
great pathways for university study,” he said.
After finishing his research, Chee decided to pursue a Diploma of
Communication and Media at TAFE NSW – Northern Sydney Institute.
TAFE NSW is the largest education and training provider in Australia and offers over 1,200 practical,
work-oriented training courses in over 130 campus locations in Sydney and New South Wales. TAFE NSW
– Northern Sydney Institute has five campus locations in Sydney’s metropolitan area and offers over 100
courses for international students from certificates to advanced diplomas.
Students are taught by highly-qualified and skilled teachers to achieve valuable qualifications with
government guaranteed quality. Chee agrees that the teachers have contributed to his rewarding
experience with TAFE NSW.
“The teachers are excellent! Both helpful and friendly,” he said. “TAFE NSW teachers and staff always
provide their professional knowledge and teaching skills to maximise the various study needs of their
students.”
In addition to his valuable experiences while studying at TAFE NSW, Chee is very appreciative of Sydney
and the cultural diversity it has to offer.
“Sydney is like a small version of the globe,” he said. “It’s amazing to be able to experience so many
different people, foods, and cultures – all in one city!”
Chee was considering continuing his study at the University of Technology, Sydney, where he would pursue
a bachelor’s degree in journalism.
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